Malcolm Bryan Love

Malcolm Love is a presenter, freelance producer and communication skills specialist.
Malcolm presents at events and coaches people all over the world to be on radio and TV and
how to speak in public. His clients include corporate organisations, politicians, church leaders,
scientists, academics, leading business people, charities and campaigners.
As a part-time lecturer in Science Communication at the University of West of England (UWE) he regularly
lectures on the subject across the UK and abroad. Malcolm is also chief trainer for famelab UK and
famelab international which challenges scientists to become better public communicators.
Before joining the BBC staff in 1988 Malcolm had been a freelance journalist in Central America
(Nicaragua and El Salvador). He worked for the BBC as a producer (and occasional presenter) in London,
Cardiff and Bristol where he became senior producer for features and documentaries. Since going
freelance in 1997 Malcolm has made many more programmes for the BBC and other outlets.
Awards include a Sony for ‘best interview of the year’ (for a programme he made with the legendary BBC
journalist and presenter John Humphrys) and a Sandford St Martin award for his long running series
‘Devout Sceptics’ (with writer and journalist Bel Mooney).

What others say about Malcolm
"Malcolm Love is a truly outstanding teacher of communication skills".
Professor Lord Robert Winston, Imperial College London

"Media Training can be a lottery. To win, look for real experience and achievement. Malcolm Love’s work
has the range and depth that exemplifies the best of British broadcasting".
Gillian Reynolds (Media Critic, Daily Telegraph)
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“Malcolm turned abject terror into an experience I would not have missed for the world, with a confidence
I didn’t know I had.”
Martin Burton, HVCA President
“(Malcolm's training is) entertaining, enlightening and empowering!"
William Yip, Director Theatre Noir - Hong Kong
Malcolm was able to really connect with the audience. His thoughts and ideas on our conference theme of
‘Parallel Worlds’ were concise and insightful. The Keynote was the perfect mix of serious message with an
amusing and engaging delivery
Sarah Vining, British Interactive Group

To book Malcolm Bryan Love, e-mail Malcolm at: malcolmblove@aol.com call him directly on:
0117 973 3912 or 07768 095385.
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